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postcode to coordinates in php I have developed this script, which will allow me to search in a
database and find a user's 'latitude' and 'longitude' based on their postcode, I was wondering if

someone could help me out. // Postcode database $postcode = "E9 9GG"; $country_code =
"GB"; $postcode_data = array('country' => $country_code, 'postcode' => $postcode); $result

= mysqli_query($con, "SELECT * FROM `Postcode`.`users` WHERE `address` LIKE
'%{$postcode}%'"); $row = mysqli_fetch_array($result); $postcode = $row['address']; $lat =
$row['latitude']; $long = $row['longitude']; echo $postcode; echo $lat; echo $long; The query
works fine and gives me the correct result of the user based on the postcode, but is this the

best way to do this? I also need to know the best and quickest way for me to convert the
$postcode to lat, long and vice versa if required? Many thanks A: You already got most of the

code, just add &lat and &long to your db call: // Postcode database $postcode = "E9 9GG";
$country_code = "GB"; $postcode_data = array('country' => $country_code, 'postcode' =>

$postcode); $result = mysqli_query($con, "SELECT * FROM `Post 648931e174
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786.Q: C# Switch in statement I'm building a method that
will replace some strings and I don't know how I can build
the if statement for this. I'm using a switch statement for
all my other ones, but this one is throwing me a little bit.

I'm trying to replace the words
"Name","Number","Gender",and "Date" with values from

the program. The method is supposed to get the
information from a Json object, replace the values, and use
another method to put it on the GUI. I've tried to add the
following code, but I'm getting no feedback when I run it.

Any suggestions? if (lineContents.Contains("Name")) {
string newname = Json.Parse(lineContents).Name;

lineContents.Replace("Name", newname); } A: Don't use
Contains, to replace multiple lines use

Regex.Replace(lineContents, @"Name", "New Name").
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Likely your Json.Parse(lineContents) is returning something
not formated properly, please try running the code above

and make sure that the output has the correct format.
Other than that, you could try looping through every line
and instead of using Replace, use a simple for loop. string

lineContents; string newname; string[] array =
lineContents.Split(' '); for (int i = 0; i
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